Viognier - Pays d Oc
INDICATION GÉOGRAPHIQUE PROTÉGÉE

Laurus means ‘Laurel’ in Latin, a Roman
symbol of excellence. Here excellence is all
about “terroir”: the grapes are grown on
plots we select for their ability to express
the very best of each Appellation. The term
“terroir” encompasses a soil, a climate and
people . Here it is expressed through
sustainable partnerships with wine-growers
who share our vision. The maturing process
in 275-litre Laurus barrels refines the
structure, producing complex wines with
plenty of character and good cellaring
potential.

Viognier - Pays d Oc

vintage 2018
In the Languedoc, after a cold and humid winter, the wet spring was
followed by an up-and-down summer with succession of hot and cool
spells. A few weeks of rain in June allowed to recharge the water
reserves and overall we find the volumes of a normal year. This
favorable climatic context permitted to harvest the grapes at their
optimum maturity. 2018 has all the characteristics of a beautiful vintage
in the Languedoc with a nice fruit and a very harmonious expression of
aromas.

TERROIR
Plot selection in the Hérault department:
- Florensac : limestone Hills
- Alignan : clay soils at mid-slope

WINEMAKING
Harvest between 1st and 4th of September 2018. Cold pre-fermentation maceration in the press for 4 hours, then slow
fermentation at low temperature (12/14°C) with stirring of the fine lees during 4 months. 80% of the cuvée spent 8 months in
275lt Laurus barrels.
Production: 11 490 bottles and 510 magnums
Bottling date: 31st July 2019
Vegan Friendly

TASTING NOTES
Vintage 2018 combines all the characteristics of a beautiful vintage in the Languedoc, showing here a very nice fruit (candied
apricot) with a harmonious and airy expression of aromas (white flowers).

GRAPE VARIETIES
100% Viognier

AGE OF VINES AND YIELD
30 years on average – 50hl/ha

SERVICE & FOOD PAIRING SUGGESTIONS
Serve at 8-12°C
Best enjoyed between 2019 and 2022
Alc. by Vol.: 13.5%
Tartar of salmon with dill
Creamy risotto with vegetables

